Pro Scouting Report
PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)
Winston, Jameis 1/6/1994 (26)

Pro Position(s)

#

QB

2

Scout Name (Last, First)

Holder, Matt

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Florida State (FLST)

15–1st–TB

New Orleans Saints

Games Played

Games Started

72

70

INJURIES

KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

28

MEASURABLES
Hand Vert

40 YD

10 YD

Arm

6036

231

4.97

1.74

32

WEAKNESSES

QB

Yes

Is trending up in production as he set career-highs in passing yards (5,109) and TDs
(33) in 2019. He did decline in completion percentage (64.6% in ’18 to 60.7% in ’19),
INTs (14 in ’18 to 30 in ’19), and in QB rating (90.2 to 84.3). Lead the NFL in passing
yards and INTs, ranked 2nd in TDs, 29th in QB Rating, and 32nd in completion
percentage.

Weight

STRENGTHS

Positions Started Captain

2019: Left Foot Sprain (No games missed), Broken Right Thumb (No games missed),
Torn Meniscus Right Knee (Offseason surgery)
2018: No Injuries
2017: Right Shoulder A/C Joint Sprain (Missed Week 10 – 12)
2016: Left Knee Sprain (No games missed) 2015: Sprained Left Ankle (No games
missed)

Height

EXPOSURES

40%

9 3/8

28.5

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.16

4.36

8'07"

N/A

2019: vs SF 9/08, at NO 10/06, at TEN 10/27, vs IND 12/08, vs HOU 12/21
MPre-Snap Communication / Throwing with Anticipation vs Man / Arm Strength /
Deep Ball Accuracy / Balance and Elusiveness to avoid Sacks
Reading Zone Coverage / Short to Intermediate Accuracy / Ball Security Under
Pressure / Mental Toughness in 4th Quarter

SCHEME FIT

A system designed to stretch the field vertically that uses ½ side and high to low reads

PROJECTION

Starting QB who you can win with in a system designed to stretch the field vertically
that uses ½ side and high to low reads. He has very good arm strength and good deep
ball accuracy to hit home runs in the passing game, and he throws with good
anticipation and velocity to beat Man coverage. He’s good on 3rd downs, throwing at
or beyond the sticks consistently and is good at extending plays with his AA and
moving the chains with his feet. Will turn the ball over frequently as he’s marginal at
reading Zone coverage when throwing intermediate to deep passes, has adequate
accuracy on short to intermediate throws, forces balls into coverage late in games, and
has adequate ball security in the pocket when facing pressure.

BACKGROUND

5-year QB who has started 70 out of 72 career games, including 16 out of 16 in 2019.
Played in 99% of offensive snaps this season, his first playing for QB coach Clyde
Christiansen and OC Byron Leftwich in HC Bruce Arians’ system that used high to low
and ½ side reads. He played with a solid OL, elite WRs, good TEs, and RBs. He was
suspended 4 games in 2018 for violating the league’s personal conduct policy.

BODY TYPE / AA

Right-handed thrower who possesses good height and very good weight with solid
muscle tone and a well-proportioned upper and lower body, adequate arm length, and
hand size. Good overall AA with good agility, balance, quickness, COD, and solid
acceleration.

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME
Displays good mental processing pre-snap, pointing out potential blitzers and helps set the protection,
good at making adjustments to WRs routes based on the defense’s alignment and uses motions to get
favorable matchups in the passing game and bring an extra blocker into the formation to help the running
game. On short to intermediate throws, post-snap he’s quick to recognize/take advantage of Bail or Off
coverage by CBs by throwing with good anticipation on Curl and Comebacks with solid accuracy when
throwing in rhythm (placing the ball in the WR’s chest) with good velocity to fit the ball into tight windows
versus Man and Cover 3 or 4, and he has good velocity when throwing from the far hash to outside the
numbers. When throwing deep, he’s a good decision maker against Man as he quickly recognizes when his
WR beats the DB and has very good arm strength to push the ball down the field with good deep accuracy,
placing the ball over the WR’s shoulder on Go routes outside the numbers and in the WR’s chest when
throwing in the MOF on Posts and Digs. Good at extending plays as he has a good feel for pressure, stepping
up in the pocket when facing outside pressure and rolling out against interior pressure with good
elusiveness, quickness, agility, COD, and balance to avoid sacks from DL, and when he’s in the grasp of DL
he has good play strength to push the ball 10-15 yards down the field, all of which he uses frequently on 3rd
downs. On boots and scrambles/off-script plays, he has good quickness and solid accuracy on short passes
rolling to the right or left because he’s moving and can’t over stride, hitting the WR in the chest or face. He’s
solid as a runner on off-script plays as he has solid agility and acceleration in the open field to make LBs
miss and pick up first downs with his feet. Solid competitive toughness overall as he played through
multiple injuries last season, takes command of the offense through his pre-snap adjustments, and is good
on third downs as he consistently throws at or beyond the sticks and uses his feet to move the chains.

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME
Post-snap he displays adequate mental processing as he’s adequate at working through his ½ reads against
Zone as he often comes off WRs too early, missing opportunities for hole shots and open targets on longer
developing routes. He displays marginal decision making overall as a lot of his interceptions are a result of
his marginal ability to recognize underneath defenders when throwing intermediate routes (between and
outside the numbers) against all types of Zones, especially if the defense shows Man pre-snap and rolls to
Zone post-snap. Displays adequate accuracy overall leading to interceptions and reducing opportunities for
YAC, as he’s adequate on short to intermediate passes between the numbers when not throwing in rhythm,
frequently missing high (moving and stationary targets) and behind the WR (moving targets) because he
over strides, and he misses towards the field when throwing outside the numbers. Displays adequate poise
under pressure as he’s susceptible to strip sacks because he has adequate ball security by not putting 2
hands on the ball or bringing it closer to his body, and he has adequate decision making under pressure as
he throws the ball into coverage if he can’t outrun the PRs. He’s adequate in the Red Zone as his inaccuracy
on short to intermediate throws gets exposed, and he has adequate mental toughness when trailing in the
4th quarter as he throws interceptions late in games because he starts pressing and forcing balls into
coverage without pressure and more frequently than normal.

